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Abstract—In this work, we design a set of complete orthonor-
mal optimal basis functions for signals defined on the ball. We
design the basis functions by maximizing the product of their
energy concentration in some spatial region and that in some
spectral region. The optimal basis functions are designed as
a linear combination of space-limited functions with maximal
concentration in the spectral region and band-limited functions
with maximal concentration in the spatial region. The proposed
optimal basis functions are shown to form a complete set for
signal representation in a subspace formed by the vector sum
of the subspaces spanned by space-limited and band-limited
functions. We also formulate an integral operator which projects
the signal to the joint subspace and maximizes the product of
energy concentrations in harmonic and spatial domains. With
the help of some properties of proposed optimal basis functions
we show that these functions are the only eigenfunctions of the
integral operator.

Index Terms—spatial-spectral concentration, localized spectral
analysis, Slepian concentration problem, ball, optimal basis,
energy concentration

I. INTRODUCTION

Spherical signal processing has received tremendous amount
of attention over the past two decades as a mainstream
tool to explain various phenomena in the fields of geo-
physics, cosmology, medical imaging and wireless communi-
cations (e.g. [1]–[5]). Signals or data are naturally defined on a
three-dimensional spherical manifold (solid sphere or ball) in
these applications. Recently, several signal processing methods
have been developed and extended to support signal analysis
in these applications [1], [6], [7]. In this context, we consider
a problem to design optimal basis, with optimal (to be defined
shortly) concentration in spatial and spectral domains, for the
representation of signals defined on the unit ball.

A widely known feature of a signal is that it cannot
have finite support in both the spectral (harmonic) and spa-
tial domains at the same time as reported in [8], where
the concentration problem (finding band-limited functions or
space-limited functions having maximal energy concentra-
tion in spatial or harmonic domain, respectively) was solved
nearly fifty years ago for the one-dimensional case (time
and frequency). Although the concentration problem was first
defined in the Euclidean domain, the generalizations of the
concentration problem for various geometries, for example
sphere [9], ball [10] and two-dimensional space [2], have

also been explored. Solution of the concentration problem
provides an orthogonal family of functions that are maximally
concentrated in the spectral (spatial) domain while being
exactly limited in the spatial (spectral) domain and have been
used extensively for spatial windowing, spectral estimation and
localized spectral analysis [11]–[13]. In practice, we encounter
band-limited functions that are only accessible over a specific
region in space due to physical restrictions, or space-limited
functions that may be band-limited due to practical limitations
of the measuring equipment. To support these applications, we
consider the problem of maximizing the product of concen-
tration of energy of signals defined on the ball. The problem
of finding optimal basis with maximum energy concentration
in spatial and harmonic domains, has been considered for
Euclidean [14] and spherical (unit sphere) [15] domains.

In this work, we design a set of functions which are maxi-
mally and simultaneously concentrated in both the spectral and
spatial domains. We call them the optimal basis functions. We
consider the vector sum of subspaces spanned by space-limited
spectrally concentrated and band-limited spatially concentrated
functions which arise as a solution of Slepian concentration
problem on the ball [10], and design basis functions for
this subspace. Using a weighted linear combination of the
band-limited and space-limited eigenfunctions (obtained as a
solution of Slepian concentration problem), we design optimal
basis functions which maximize the product of concentration
of energy in the spectral and spatial domain. We further show
that the proposed basis functions serve as complete bases for
the representation of a signal in the joint subspace−vector
sum of subspaces. We also point out that the proposed basis
functions are the eigenfunctions of an integral operator that
maximizes the product of energy concentration of the signal
in the spectral and spatial domains.

We organize the remainder of the paper as follows. We
first look into the mathematical preliminaries necessary to
understand this work and the Slepian concentration problem on
the unit ball in Section II, where we also formulate the problem
under consideration. In Section III, we present the design
of optimal basis functions, formulation of integral operator
and analysis of proposed optimal basis functions. Finally, the
concluding remarks are then made in Section IV.
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II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION

A. Signals on the Ball

We consider square-integrable complex-valued functions
defined on the ball B3 , R+ × S2, where R+ = [0,∞) on
the real line and S2 represents the 2-sphere. These functions
defined on the ball form a Hilbert space L2(B3) with an inner
product defined as

〈f1, f2〉 ,
∫
B3

f1(r)f2(r) dv(r), f1, f2 ∈ L2(B3). (1)

Here r ≡ r(r, θ, φ) , (r sin θ cosφ, r sin θ sinφ, r cos θ)T

∈ R3 represents a vector which parameterizes a point on
the ball with r ∈ R+, θ ∈ [0, π] and φ ∈ [0, 2π) denot-
ing radial distance, co-latitude and longitude, respectively.
The integration in (1) is carried out over the entire B3

i.e.
∫
B3

≡
∫ ∞
r=0

∫ π

θ=0

∫ 2π

φ=0

, dv(r) = r2 sin θ drdθ dφ is

the differential volume element on B3 and (·) denotes the
complex conjugate operation. The inner product given in (1)
induces a norm ‖f1‖ , 〈f1, f1〉1/2. The functions with finite
induced norm (finite energy) are referred to as “signals on
the ball”. Also, for any region R ⊂ B3, we define 〈f1, f2〉R ,∫
R

f1(r)f2(r) dv(r). We also define a linear integral operator

S with kernel S(r, r′) using Fredholm integral equation, that
is

(Sf1)(r) =

∫
B3

S(r, r′) f1(r
′)dv(r′). (2)

B. Fourier-Laguerre Transform and Spectral Representation

The Fourier-Laguerre basis functions, denoted by Z`mp, for
angular degree ` ≥ 0, order1 |m| ≤ ` and radial integer degree
p ≥ 0 are chosen for harmonic representation of signals on
the ball [1], [10]. These basis functions are defined as

Z`mp(r) , Kp(r)Y`m(θ, φ) , r ≡ r(r, θ, φ), (3)

where Y`m(θ, φ) is the spherical harmonic function of degree
` and order m and Kp(r) is defined for non-negative integer
radial degree p as

Kp(r) ,

√
p!

(p+ 2)!
e−r/2 L (2)

p (r), (4)

with L (2)
p representing the p-th generalized Laguerre polyno-

mial of second order, defined as

L (2)
p (r) ,

p∑
j=0

(
p+ 2

p− j

)
(−r)j

j!
. (5)

Due to completeness of Fourier-Laguerre basis functions [1],
we can expand any signal f ∈ L2(B3) as

f(r) =
∞∑
`=0

∑̀
m=−`

∞∑
p=0

f`mpZ`mp(r), (6)

1| · | denotes the absolute value.

where f`mp , 〈f, Z`mp〉 denotes the Fourier-Laguerre coef-
ficient and forms the harmonic domain representation of the
signal. A signal f is said to be band-limited in the spectral
region APL , {0 ≤ ` ≤ L− 1, |m| ≤ `, 0 ≤ p ≤ P − 1} if
f`mp = 0, ∀` > L and ∀p > P . These functions form
a PL2 dimensional space, HPL. In the sequel, we adopt

the short-hand notation
(L,P )∑
`mp

=
L−1∑̀
=0

∑̀
m=−`

P−1∑
p=0

for succinct

representation.

C. Slepian Concentration Problem on the Ball

Next, we summarize the Slepian concentration problem (on
the ball) for finding the band-limited functions that have max-
imum energy concentration in the spatial region or the space-
limited functions that have maximum energy concentration in
the spectral region [3], [9], [13].

In [9], the problem pertaining to maximization of concen-
tration of unit energy band-limited function f ∈ HPL in some
spatial region R ⊂ B3 has been presented using a Fredholm
integral equation as

(SRSPLSRf) (r) = λf(r), r ∈ B3. (7)

Here SR is a spatial selection operator with the kernel given
by

SR(r, r
′) , IR(r)δ(r, r

′), (8)

where IR(r) and δ(r, r′) represent the indicator function for
the region R and Dirac delta function on the unit ball, respec-
tively [10]. We further note that IR(r) = 0 for r ∈ B3\R and
IR(r) = 1 for r ∈ R ⊂ B3. SPL in (7) is a spectral selection
operator with kernel given by

SPL(r, r
′) ,

(L,P )∑
`mp

Z`mp(r)Z`mp(r′). (9)

We note that the operators SR and SPL limit the signal to the
spatial region R and spectral region APL, respectively.

Using signal expansion in Fourier-Laguerre basis functions,
given in (6), and the kernel representations in (8) and (9), the
concentration problem in (7) can be equivalently formulated
as an algebraic eigenvalue problem of size PL2, given by

(L,P )∑
`′m′p′

f`′m′p′

∫
R

Z`′m′p′(r)Z`mp(r)dv(r) = λf`mp,

where `,m, p ∈ APL. Solving this eigenvalue problem we get
PL2 band-limited eigenfunctions. Let fu denote the eigen-
functions for u ∈ [1, PL2]. The eigenfunctions are indexed
such that 1 > λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λPL2 > 0 where λu denotes
the eigenvalues.

Likewise, the maximization of energy concentration of a
unit-energy space-limited function h ∈ HR, within the spectral
region APL, is an eigenvalue problem analogous to (7) and is
given by [9] as

(SPLSRSPLh) (r) = λh(r), r ∈ R. (10)
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Here, HR represents the space of space-limited functions with
finite-energy. Since the integral equations given in (7) and
(10) share the same solution when r ∈ R [9], the space-
limited eigenfunctions of (10) are similar to the band-limited
eigenfunctions of (7) in the region R. For every band-limited
eigenfunction fu ∈ HPL, we have an associated spatially-
limited eigenfunction hu = SRfu ∈ HR, for u ∈ [1, PL2].
The eigenvalue 0 < λu < 1 associated with each function
quantifies the concentration of energy of the space-limited
eigenfunction hu in the spectral region APL and the band-
limited eigenfunction fu in the region R, that is,

‖fu‖2R ≡ 〈fu, fu〉R , 〈SRfu,SRfu〉 = λu, (11)

‖hu‖2PL , 〈SPLhu,SPLhu〉 = λu. (12)

D. Problem Formulation

The set of band-limited eigenfunctions fu ∈ HPL, u ∈
[1, PL2] forms orthonormal bases, whereas that of space-
limited eigenfunctions hu ∈ HR, u ∈ [1, PL2] forms orthog-
onal bases. Let the subspace spanned by these eigenfunctions
be HPL and H̃R ⊂ HR ⊂ L2(B3), respectively (both are
finite dimensional.) Therefore, using eigenfunctions we can
represent signals more economically, i.e. using less number of
basis functions, than using Fourier-Laguerre basis functions,
especially if the signal is band-limited and spatially concen-
trated in some region R, or if it is space-limited and spectrally
concentrated in region APL. Practically, signals may not be
entirely limited in spectral domain nor in spatial domain, and
representing such signals demands bases (or eigenfunctions)
that maximize the concentration of energy in both harmonic
and spatial domains. In this paper, our objective is to develop
basis functions which maximize the product of concentration
of energy in both spectral and spatial domains.

III. BASES WITH MAXIMAL MULTIPLICATIVE
CONCENTRATION

We aim to develop basis functions for a joint subspace
HPL + H̃R, that is, the vector sum of HPL and H̃R. The
design of the basis functions is based upon the maximization
of the product of energy concentration in spectral region APL
and spatial region R.

A. Design of Optimal Basis Functions

Since the band-limited eigenfunctions fu, u ∈ [1, PL2] and
the space-limited eigenfunctions hu = SRfu, u ∈ [1, PL2]
are designed to have maximal concentration in spatial region
R and spectral region APL respectively, we hereby form a
new set of functions as a weighted linear combination of these
eigenfunctions, as follows:

gu(r) , αu fu(r) + βu hu(r), hu(r) = (SRfu)(r), (13)

for u ∈ [1, PL2], where the weights αu and βu are optimally
chosen to maximize the product of concentration of energy of
the function gu in the spectral region APL as well as in the
spatial region R. Since fu ∈ HPL and hu ∈ H̃R, we note
that every gu ∈ HPL + H̃R. The function gu is a unit energy

function. The space-limited and band-limited eigenfunctions
satisfy the following orthogonality relations [15]

‖hu‖2R = 〈hu, hv〉R = 〈fu, hv〉R = ‖fu‖2R = δu,vλu,

‖hu‖2PL = λ2u, ‖fu‖2PL = 〈fu, fu〉 = δu,v (14)

for u, v ∈ [1, PL2], where δu,v is the Kronecker delta. Next,
determine the weights αu and βu.

Theorem 1. For any unit energy function gu ∈ HPL + H̃R,
the product of concentration of energy in the spectral region
APL and that in the spatial region R ⊂ B3 becomes maximum
when αu and βu have the values:

αu,1 = X, βu,1 =
X√
λu
, αu,2 = Y, βu,2 = − Y√

λu
,

(15)

where X = (2 + 2
√
λu)
−1/2 and Y = (2− 2

√
λu)
−1/2.

Proof. This problem can be formulated as a constrained max-
imization problem given by

maximize ‖gu‖2R ‖gu‖
2
PL subject to ‖gu‖2 = 1,

with the Lagrangian L given as

L = ‖gu‖2R ‖gu‖
2
PL + γ(‖gu‖2 − 1).

Noting ‖gu‖2R = λu(αu+ βu)
2 and ‖gu‖2PL = (αu+ βuλu)

2

yields the two solutions for αu and βu given in (15).

For the two pairs of weights, αu and βu, obtained in
Theorem 1, we define a set of functions as

gu,j(r) = αu,j fu(r) + βu,j (SRfu)(r), (16)

for u ∈ [1, PL2], j = [1, 2] with the concentration of energy
given by,

‖gu,j‖2R = ‖gu,j‖2PL =
1− (−1)j

√
λu

2
, j = 1, 2, (17)

which we obtain by substituting the values for αu,j and βu,j
in their respective norm functions.

We yet need to check the completeness of the basis
functions in (16) for the joint subspace HPL + H̃R. From
(14) it can be seen that the functions gu,1 and gv,2 for
u, v ∈ [1, PL2], u 6= v are orthonormal (unit energy constraint
on gu,j) for any values of αu,1, αv,2, βu,1 and βv,2. Also
from (15), it can be easily shown that gu,1 and gu,2 become
orthonormal for each u ∈ [1, PL2]. The joint subspace has
dimension 2PL2 (each of the subspaces H̃R and HPL is of
dimension PL2), therefore, the 2PL2 number of orthonormal
functions gu,j ∈ HPL + H̃R for u ∈ [1, PL2], and j = 1, 2

completely span the joint subspace HPL + H̃R.
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B. Integral Operator Formulation

We now have a set of functions which form the bases for the
subspace HPL + H̃R. These functions are hereby referred to
as the optimal basis functions for the ball. They are optimally
designed based upon the maximization of the product of mea-
sures of energy concentration in the spectral region APL and
the spatial region R. From the set of optimal basis functions,
the functions of more significance are the ones that are highly
concentrated in the spectral or spatial region of interest. From
(17), we can see that energy concentration of each gu,j is same
in both the spectral and spatial regions. However, the functions
do not have simultaneous maximal energy concentration in
both the spectral and spatial domains. Using the Fredholm
integral equation, we develop a linear integral operator which
will serve as a measure for the simultaneous concentration of
energy in the spatial and spectral regions of interest.

Theorem 2. The function y ∈ L2(B3), that maximizes the
product of concentration of energy in some spectral region
APL and that in the spatial region R ⊂ B3, is an eigenfunction
of a linear integral operator SM with kernel SM (r, r′) given
by

SM (r, r′) =
IR(r) + IR(r

′)

2

(L,P )∑
`mp

Z`mp(r)Z`mp(r′), (18)

and the eigenvalue, denoted by µ, of the eigenfunction y such
that (SMy)(r) = µy(r) is given by

µ = ‖y‖2R(2‖y‖
2
R − 1). (19)

Proof. We consider U(r) = y(r) + εz(r), where y is a unit
energy function, z ∈ L2(B3) and ε ∈ R quantifies the small
disturbance in the solution. The concentration of energy in the
spectral region APL and the spatial region R is given as ‖y‖2PL
and ‖y‖2R respectively. By applying the variational principle,
we find the function y for which the product of concentration
of energy in the the two regions (i.e., spatial and spectral),
defined as

V =
‖U‖2R
‖U‖2

‖U‖2PL
‖U‖2

, (20)

is maximized. Here the factor ‖U‖2 is used to ensure unit
energy is normalized. As 0 ≤ V ≤ 1, we maximize V by
maximizing log V as

d

dε
(log V )

∣∣∣∣
ε=0

=
d

dε

(
log
‖U‖2R
‖U‖2

+ log
‖U‖2PL
‖U‖2

)∣∣∣∣
ε=0

= 0.

By substituting ‖U‖R = 〈SRU,SRU〉 and ‖U‖PL =
〈SPLU,SPLU〉, we can simplify the above equation as

1

2 ‖y‖2R
(SR(y z)) (r) +

1

2‖y‖2L
(SPL(y z)) (r) = y(r)z(r),

which holds for every z ∈ L2(B3).

Using the method described in [15] and employing the
orthonormality of Fourier-Laguerre basis functions, it can be
shown that

〈SRSPLy,SRy〉 = 〈SPLSRy,SPLy〉

=

(L,P )∑
`mp

y`mp〈Z`mp, y〉R,

and we conclude that

‖y‖2R = ‖y‖2L. (21)

After rearranging terms we arrive at the result

2 ‖y‖2R(2‖y‖
2
R − 1) y(r) = (SPLSRy + SPLy) (r), r ∈ R,

2 ‖y‖2R(2‖y‖
2
R − 1) y(r) = (SPLSRy) (r), r ∈ B3\R. (22)

Using the kernels for the operators SR and SPL, given in (8)
and (9), respectively, we conclude that SMy(x) = µ y(x),
where (18) and (19) represent the kernel of the SM operator
and its eigenvalue respectively.

Now we show that the integral operator SM has eigenfunc-
tions given by the basis functions gu,j , u ∈ [1, PL2], j = 1, 2.

Theorem 3. Optimal basis functions gu,j , given in (16), are
the only eigenfunctions of the operator SM .

Proof. First we show how the optimal basis functions form
eigenfunctions of the operator SM . By substituting function
y in (22) with any basis function, we obtain (SMgu,j)(r) =
µu,jgu,j(r). Here, the eigenvalue µu,j = ‖gu,j‖2R(2‖gu,j‖

2
R−

1) is a measure of concentration of energy in the spectral
as well as spatial regions. To prove that the optimal basis
functions are the only eigenfunctions of the operator, we first
note that the operator SM is self-adjoint which directly follows
from the definition of its kernel SM (r, r′) given in (18). It
can also be shown that SM is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. The
self-adjointness and square-integrability together with the fact
that zero is not an eigenvalue of the operator SM imply that
eigenfunctions of the operator form complete basis functions
for HPL + H̃R. This, together with the prior discussion that
optimal basis functions are a complete set of basis functions
for the subspace HPL + H̃R, completes the proof of this
theorem.

There are several consequences of Theorem 3. This implies
that SM is a projection operator which projects a signal x ∈
L2(B3) to the subspace HPL+H̃R. Furthermore, it maps any
signal in HPL + H̃R to a signal in HPL + H̃R. We review
the properties of optimal basis functions in the next section.

C. Properties

Orthogonality of Eigenfunctions: The optimal basis func-
tions gu,j are orthogonal over both HPL and HR, i.e.,

〈gu,j , gv,j〉R = ‖gu,j‖2Rδu,v, 〈gu,j , gv,j〉PL = ‖gu,j‖2PLδu,v.

Spectrum of Eigenvalues: For eigenvalues indexed as 1 >
λu ≥ λv > 0, we have the following distribution for the
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product of concentration of energy in the spectral and spatial
domains for optimal basis functions for u < v and u, v ∈
[1, PL2]:

1 >‖gu,1‖2R‖gu,1‖
2
PL > ‖gv,1‖2R‖gv,1‖

2
PL > 0.25,

0.25 >‖gu,2‖2R‖gu,2‖
2
PL > ‖gv,2‖2R‖gv,2‖

2
PL > 0.

For j = 1, the eigenvalue µu,j decreases monotonically to 0
as u increases from 1 to PL2, whereas for j = 2, it decreases
from some negative value to a minima and later increases to
0 as u goes from 1 to PL2.

D. Signal Representation in Optimal Basis Function

We arrange the optimal basis functions gu,j , u ∈ [1, PL2],
j = 1, 2, as ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψ2PL2 , in decreasing order of
eigenvalues’ magnitudes. As mentioned before, we can project
any signal x ∈ L2(B3) to the subspace HPL + H̃R using the
optimal basis functions as

x(r) =
2PL2∑
u=1

〈x, ψu〉ψu(r), (23)

where the inner product is evaluated as

〈x, ψu〉 =
(L,P )∑
`mp

x`mp(ψu)`mp (24)

=

(L,P )∑
`mp

x`mp

αu(fu)`mp + βu

(L,P )∑
`′m′p′

(fu)`′m′p′K`mp,`′m′p′


and K`mp,`′m′p′ =

∫
R

Z`′m′p′(r)Z`mp(r)dv(r) [10]. If the

signal x is spatially concentrated in the region R and spectrally
concentrated in the region APL, it is expected that we can
represent it using lesser number of terms since the inner
product 〈x, ψu〉 decreases to 0 as u goes from 1 to 2PL2.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented the design of complete
orthonormal optimal basis functions for the unit ball with
simultaneous maximal energy concentration in both the spec-
tral (harmonic) and spatial domain. We design optimal basis as
a linear combination of spectrally concentrated space-limited
functions and spatially concentrated band-limited functions.
The proposed developments have been presented in the form
of 3 theorems. First, we have determined the optimal weights
which maximize the product of concentration of energy in
harmonic and spatial domains. We have also shown that the
proposed optimal basis functions span the subspace given
by the vector sum of subspace of space-limited spectrally
concentrated functions and subspace of band-limited spatially
concentrated functions. We have also formulated the integral
operator as a projection operator that projects the signal on
the ball to the vector sum of subspaces and maximizes the
product of energy concentrations in harmonic as well as spatial
domains. We have also shown that the proposed optimal bases
are the only eigenfunctions of the proposed integral operator.

We reviewed some of the properties of proposed optimal bases.
Further analysis of the proposed basis and application to the
problems of signal estimation and localized spectral analysis
are the subjects of future work.
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